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Friends and Colleagues,
This summer’s annual AUVSI conference in Denver, Colorado, was one of the most interesting that we’ve attended
in several years. Many factors contribute to this assessment, but most of all it is because we are seeing the market
approaching what Silicon Valley’s strategic marketing expert Geoffrey Moore calls, the “chasm”. A critical point in
the widespread adoption of unmanned system, the chasm is where the market either succumbs to the status quo
or meets challenges head on – by driving through seemingly impenetrable hurdles to “create” an early marketmainstream. In unmanned systems’ case it is the potential widespread expansion of opportunities across
commercial, civil and defense sectors.
For the defense industry it is a time that is exciting, dynamic, complex and a bit scary. Programs of record continue
to absorb large quantities of available UAS monies leaving many industry players, with and without the programs,
feeling like there may be too many companies chasing too few. This sense of concern is exacerbated by National
Air Space integration issues. Self-induced complexities have created a logjam that regulators may be at a loss to
overcome. The silver lining is that there are many people who are committed to getting UAS into the National Air
Space because of the value and the impact of such a move. They also understand that issues such as detect and
avoid are critical to their success. They clearly recognize and appreciate the importance of air safety and the
complexity and responsibility imposed on the FAA, EASA, ICAO and others. But many are frustrated by what they
see as a long road with no end in sight, along with a complete lack of urgency by some regulators.
As we continue following this dynamic market, we thank you for your support and by being part of our Unmanned
Systems Topical Community and for your questions that help keep us focused on critical industry issues. Over the
next several pages you will see more of our commentary and assessment of the National Air Space issue plus
highlights of some of the top innovations that we encountered at this year’s exhibit hall (the ones that caught our
attention). Many of the innovators are not necessarily new… but continue as leaders in their field. Follow the links
to their sites for more information, or shoot us an email and we will provide you with more details or
introductions.
As always, it’s important for us to add our disclaimers: We call them as we see them; we do make valiant attempts
at keeping our facts straight so please let us know if they need revising; and use your own judgment – let us know
which ones you think are worth a follow up.
Best regards,

Vanguard Marketing
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Section I - AUVSI National Air Space: Many Perspectives
VMI Viewpoint:
After working for a number of years in this industry
and sitting through the recent three days of AUVSI
sessions we are even more convinced that there is a
large and growing number of people who really care
about getting UAS into the National Air Space (NAS).
They understand the value and the impact of such a
move. They also understand that issues such as
detect and avoid are critical to their success. They
clearly recognize and appreciate the importance of
air safety and the complexity and responsibility
imposed on the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), European Aviation Safety Administration
(EASA), International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), and others. But many are frustrated by what
they see as a long road with no end in sight, coupled
with a complete lack of urgency by some regulators.
From the regulators’ perspective, safety is their
responsibility; the market is not. Integration of UAS
into the National Air Space is a very complex
problem and there are a large number of
stakeholders involved - each with their own ideas
and agenda. In the end it is the regulators who will
be held accountable should an Unmanned Vehicle
related air disaster occur.
It seems to us that regulators such as the ICAO are
focused on solving the problem by achieving staged
but meaningful results. They work with industry
representatives, like Insitu Pacific, in concert with
the Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority without
putting everything through the huge bureaucratic
grinder which requires all kinds of mediation.
ICAO is very specific as to how they visualize
cataloging and looking at certification for UAS.
Basically, while the FAA looks at three classifications
of aircraft (Commercial, General, and Experimental
Aviation), ICAO believes there will be a more
numerous set of certification graduations ranging
from small UAS operating exclusively overwater and
being launched and captured aboard a small ship …
all the way to a remotely piloted 747 with

passengers flying from Los Angles to Paris. By
increasing the number of classification (i.e. small
groupings), problems can be better isolated and
solved. The question then is at which end of the
problem do you start -- the most complex or the
least?
While we agree that it will most likely be a US
company that will establish leadership in getting UAS
into the NAS, we also believe that the company will
do it outside of the US in a less complex
environment working with organizations such as
ICAO, and CASA Australia.
The US will prove itself to be a laggard and very
possibly a major impediment to adoption. However,
it will be the US Military and the need to share
airspace to support national defense, homeland
security (Border Patrol and Coast Guard) along with
local Law Enforcement, national disaster relief, and
groups such as AUVSI and its membership discussing
the issues with Congress that will ultimately bring
UAS into the National Air space.
Mr. James Coyne, UASSG Chair of ICAO who is
working in Australia, offered this perspective on
roles and responsibilities:
 The market is not the concern of regulators;
safety is.
 The regulators’ responsibility is to provide
certification specifications.
 It is the market’s responsibility to meet the
specifications.
In fairness we believe that while not explicitly stated,
Mr. Coyne fully supports the notion that bullet
number two requires a lot of interaction between
the regulator and the market. From the FAA’s
perspective, (see the next page highlighted in green),
that interaction becomes a frustrating Catch-22.
What follows contains the viewpoints of many
constituents.
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Department of Defense Historic Viewpoint
“It is no longer possible or desirable to relegate
military unmanned aircraft to restricted airspace and
areas over battle space. Increasingly, UAS and
manned systems must share airspace to support
national defense, homeland security and other civil
and commercial operations.” Airspace Integration
Plan for Unmanned Aviation, Office of the Secretary
of Defense, 2004

Regulators: FAA Viewpoints
Ms. Margaret Gilligan Associate Administrator for
Aviation Safety
Interview August 2010 Edition of Unmanned Systems
magazine –
Q: Do you think the United States will maintain
competitive advantage if other countries begin to
integrate UAS first?
A: I do expect that our designers and manufacturers
for UAS systems will continue to lead and we will be
there to support that leadership. I think as we look
at the introduction of these aircraft into the airspace
system, the complexity of the U.S. airspace system is
something that can’t really be lost. We have
100,000IFR [instrument flight rules] flight operations
a day … So the challenges we face for introducing
the operation is, I think, different than a lot of other
locations. I fully expect that U.S. designers and
manufacturers, with support from FAA, will maintain
international leadership in UAS for a long time to
come.
Q: Do you foresee the use of a variety of
technologies to permit “sense and avoid” or will that
eventually be a specific type of technology in place
on at least the larger aircraft?
A: We’re open to the solution that meets what we
call the performance standard. So I think once we
can articulate what it is the systems need to do,
then it’s up to the designers and manufacturers to
figure out where and how, whether it’s on the
ground or in the vehicle or in a mix of both, they are
able to meet that standard.

A: Safety has to be the number one measure for us,
….We’re looking to them to provide the data about
the level of safety they are currently able to
achieve that will help us as we set the safety
standards, and then we’re looking to them to be
able to demonstrate that they meet the standards
once we and they have agreed on what those
consensus standards ought to look like.
Q: What can industry do to help and support the FAA
in order to accelerate the safe integration of UAS
into the NAS?
A: I think the one thing, the first thing … is this issue
of data. What data do the manufacturers and the
operators have that helps us better understand
what is the level of safety of the system as
currently designed and operated? Beyond that, or
in addition to that, we need to work closely to
figure out, what are the right metrics for measuring
safety? How do we set those metrics for safety? We
often see comparisons to general aviation operation.
Is that a good comparison? We really need
community agreement as to how we’ll measure and
what level of safety the aircraft are meeting.
Another piece for industry is to get real clarity
around what are their requirements. What are the
missions they want to use these aircraft for in the
civil system? Because the better we can understand
the mission, the clearer or the easier it will make it
to develop the level of safety standards
FAA Key Questions posed by Mr. Ronald Stroup,
Chief System Engineer for Air-Ground integration
1.

2.

3.

What are the classes of Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS) that the operator wants to use
and in what airspace does the aircraft want to
fly?
What are the strategies to resolve UAS and ATC
interoperability issues (flight planning, surface
operations, and flight concepts) through
simulation and demonstrations?
What are the trade space for specific
interoperability issues and how to begin
discussions between UAS and ATC community to
define and allocate requirements?

Q: Do you feel the FAA is responding rapidly enough
to integrate UAS into the NAS?
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4.

What are the Minimum Operational
Performance Standards (MOPS) for the UAS
pilot-to-aircraft communication link?

2011 FAA/SAA work shop objectives as presented by
Mr. Stephen George, FAA Unmanned Aircraft
Program Office
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Establish safety substantiation for certification
of SAA systems
– Identification of potential methodologies
– Evidence required for substantiation of SAA
system safety
Algorithm considerations for the development
of SAA logic
– Common algorithm is required?
– Can performance standards be sufficiently
defined to achieve desired interoperability
and safety?
Determine an appropriate target level of safety
for UAS SAA.
– Appropriate decomposition to sense and
avoid
– Allocation between operational procedures
and systems/equipment.
– Explore criticality definitions and associated
risk targets for self separation vs. collision
avoidance functions
Define measurable criteria for “well clear”
– Used as the basis for codification of system
performance requirements
Operational considerations for execution of
UAS self separation while under air traffic
control, including the division of control

US Navy Viewpoint:
In a recent Aviation Week article Groundwork for
Flight by Amy Butler, Capt. Jeff Penfield, Navy UCAS
program manager is quoted as saying “there are
about 2,000 interfaces required for an aircraft and a
ship to operate together. About 60% of those must
be changed to accommodate an unmanned system.”
“One of the lessons we are learning is that there are
new lessons to learn from unmanned.”

NATO Viewpoint:
NATO Flight In Non-segregated Air Space (FINAS)
has published Standard Agreements (STANAG) 4671
fixed wing > 150 kg, STANAG 4701 rotorcraft > 150
kg and STANAG 4703 light fixed wing < 150 kg.

European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
Viewpoint:
The representative from EASA posted five FAQs
(insights) for his presentation
1. Is the FAA competent to cover non-military
UAS > 150 kg? Is this ideal for a global
industry?
2. How do EASA and FAA approvals differ?
3. Do we have enough spectrum?
4. What competence is necessary for UAS
pilots (CPL)?
5. How do we ensure proper safety oversight
of the SATCOM service providers?

Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority
(CASA) Viewpoint:
CASA is working with the Association of Unmanned
Vehicle Systems Australia and Insitu Pacific to create
and execute scenarios in order to understand the
issues and needs for getting unmanned air systems
into the Australian national airspace

MITRE Viewpoint
MITRE amplifies the FAA message, that the
integration of Unmanned Systems into the National
Airspace is a very complex problem and the only
solution is to have an “adjudicating body” across all
stakeholders. MITRE, in turn, sees itself as uniquely
suited to serve in this role. Clearly MITRE has found
a great opportunity where all parties want to get to
resolution but understand the FAA is not up to the
task.
“IF a cross-agency group (the adjudicator) could
prioritize all UAS mission needs, THEN there would
be better use of available UAS flight opportunities,
AND there would be greater assurance that the top
priorities are being addressed in a timely manner.”
John Helleberg and David Maroney
MITRE Corporation/CAASD
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Section II - Innovations
COMMERCIAL OPERATORS/SERVICE PROVIDERS*
 Trends: Migration of leading defense players into commercial
endeavors to increase available market (and capture “new”
commercial/civil sources of revenue)

C&C Technologies (Lafayette, Louisiana) www.cctechnol.com/auv
Contact: Chris Wolking, USS Development Manager Chris.Wolking@cctech.us
Of Interest: First time at an AUVSI event; getting a lot of attention because of deep and
surface water experience. They are looking for unmanned underwater and surface
partners.
Survey Services, Unmanned Systems Group
Privately-owned international surveying and mapping company specializing in
deepwater services. Offices in Houston, Singapore, Brazil, Mexico, South Africa, Angola
and the UK. Provides a wide range of services for the land and offshore oil and gas
industry, the telecommunications industry and the US government.
Products/Services: Deepwater Autonomous Underwater Vehicles; Survey and
Surveillance Vessels, Mobile Buoys, Fast Marine Target Drones, Stabilized TowedBodies.
Differential Advantage “DA”: Decades of experience in this market; vertically
integrated; design and build UUVs and USVs, build their own communications stations,
and have capabilities in databases, systems, information technology, electronics and
mechanical fabrication.

(*) For more information on capability-by-the-hour models, please contact VMI
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Evergreen Unmanned Systems (McMinnville, Oregon) subsidiary of Evergreen Helicopters, Inc.
www.evgus.com
Contact: Brian Whiteside, EVP brian.whiteside@evgus.com
Global aviation services company; operator of UAS; provide users with aerial ISR or
cargo
No longer privately held: VT Group Inc, the US subsidiary of UK-based Babcock
International Group, has just acquired Evergreen Unmanned Systems for an undisclosed
price, it was announced on 28 September. Part of US-based Evergreen International
Aviation Inc, Evergreen Unmanned Systems provides support - including training,
logistics, operations, payload integration and testing - for unmanned aircraft systems
(UAS), such as the Boeing (Insitu) ScanEagle and Prioria Maveric platforms. The business
will join VT Group's Technical Services division.
This is the first acquisition by VT Group since its takeover, in June this year, by Babcock,
and reflects the latter's ambitions to move further into the international market,
reducing its exposure to the current pressures facing its domestic defence budget.
"The acquisition will enable VT Group to extend its aviation support capabilities in fixedand rotarywing aircraft and missile systems to the rapidly-growing UAS market," said
the company. David Dacquino, chief executive officer of VT Group, added: "Over the next
10 years, the UAS market is on pace to more than double, representing significant
opportunities for companies with the right capabilities."
Prior to the acquisition, Evergreen subsidiaries include Evergreen International Airlines
providing air cargo transportation; Evergreen Maintenance Center; Evergreen Trade
specializing in helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft and parts sales; and Evergreen Aviation
Ground Logistics Enterprise, offering airport logistics and ground handling operations
DA: Leader, market/category developer; use (by-the-hour) of UAS in civil sector
(Construction, Forestry, Petroleum, Humanitarian Relief, Search and Rescue, Heavy Lift,
Cargo); Have years of experience using ScanEagle in the commercial sector. Interested
in expanding
Of Interest (Evergreen Comments):


Asked what a defense contractor can bring to the table: Platform and willingness to
learn and contribute – keep UAS in the air cost-effectively; focus on solving the endcustomers’ problems – satisfying their need; includes being responsive.
o



Examples: HUM, manned-level aerospace components that ensure reliability,
ability to keep UAS generating revenue. Recently signed up Heron because of
their de-icing capability. Endurance is important, not speed. UAS thought of as
a bus; Sensors are important commodities

Decisions are driven by customer need and what they are willing to pay for. Partners
must be responsive from a commercial perspective. Cited defense procurement model
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and culture as being real inhibitor to working in civil market. Is seeing some defense
contractors adapt.


U.S. and Canada are most problematic for UAS because of airspace restrictions…
Australia, Africa, South America… much preferable



Considers that their service-by-the-hour model means that Evergreen’s maintenance is
much better than that provided by platform manufacturer/systems integrator “SI”



Observations: UAS advancements migrating to manned, mainly because barriers to UAS
integration into air space and general awareness and adoption of capabilities into
commercial sector. It’s all about the data, capability (cargo) and lowering costs
(competing with incumbents)



Said that Evergreen is hosting a forum in six months on the needs of the petroleum
market (manned/UAS) – everyone is welcome to attend and participate in active
discussions.

Mosaic Mill Ltd (Finland) http://www.mosaicmill.com/services.html
Product:
ENsoMOSAIC 3D – From digital 2D aerial imagery, turns images into
stereoscopic 3D for mapping of spatial objects like buildings, roads and terrain forms.
Not real-time… but builds the data from operators of manned and unmanned aircraft.
Mosaic works with service provides that operate unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs):
 Belgium: Gatewing bvba
 Canada: Accuas Inc.
 Finland: Suuntakartta Oy
 Russia: FORGIS JSC

DA: They claim that if there is no service provider in your geographic area of interest
they will cooperate closely with you to locate a candidate and to set up a new
ENsoMOSAIC service in your region. The new service can be established independently
or by carrying out an imaging project jointly with them.
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GROUND CONTROL/UNMANNED VEHICLE CONTROL STATION SOFTWARE
 Trends: Multi-vehicle capability; adoption of STANAG 4586 (NATO)
compliance; JUAS compliant vehicles

AAI (Hunt Valley, MD), subsidiary of TEXTRON Systems http://www.aaicorp.com/products/uas/universalgcs.html
Next Gen Product: Universal Ground Control Station (UGCS)
(Current product, One System Ground Control Systems (GCS) is in service today with US
Army, Army National Guard, and Marine Corps)
DA: Brochure states that UGCS meets US Army and joint services interoperability
requirements, as well as UAS joint information exchange capabilities for C4ISR.
Although advertised as “across services”, people at the CDL booth (software developers
for AAI’s UGCS) said otherwise, i.e. stove-piped by Service. Vehicle Control Compliant
with NATO standard STANAG 4586 (meaning the system can talk with any unmanned
system that is STANAG 4586 compliant); Station “VCS” Software provided by CDL
Systems (see below)




Capable of multi-domain and multi-UAS control:
underwater
Capable of weapons control
Web-based interface

air, land and surface; not

Product: One System Remote Video Terminal (OSRVT) operates from a small,
ruggedized computer; configured easily for manpack, mounted, stationary, airborne and
maritime applications. OSVRT gives dismounted troops all the benefits of full-motion
video and telemetry from the aircraft’s payload, just as it can be seen from the ground
control station.


Interoperability with: (L-Band) Raven, Wasp, Puma, Dragon Eye, Pointer, Tern, THawk, TigerShark, Mako, Talon UGV; (S-Band) Scan-Eagle; (C-Band Analog) Shadow,
Hunter, Pioneer, Predator, Litening Pod; (C-Band Digital) Warrior A, Predator,
Litening Pod; (Ku-Band) Kiowa Warrior Datalink for Manned/Unmanned Systems,
Apache VUIT (a Lockheed Martin product), PTDS Persistent Threat Detection
System, ER/MP, US Navy Fire Scout, MAARS Modular Advanced Armed Robotic
System, Desert Owl, Sniper Pod, Litening Pod.

OSRVT Application Product: Tactical Remote Exploitation Terminal (T-REx) provides a
unified interface for collection and analysis of intelligence from multiple remote sensing
systems.
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Air Force Research Lab (AFRL)
Products: ICE-T (algorithms for way-point generation, among other things…) and
Vigilant Spirit (C2 station), controlling up to 5 vehicles at once.
DA: Intuitive system for user; calculates way points and controls vehicle based upon the
user’s objectives (e.g. “search area”; “patrol section”)
Objectives: Having a single operator to manage teams of unmanned assets with the aid
of tools and interfaces that allow him to construct plans, analyze and understand sensor
data, and adjust plans based on new information. Unmanned systems technology
toolbox includes cooperative control and decision algorithms, an integrated system
ground control station interface, and interfaces that enable user-selectable autonomous
operation of unmanned assets (air, ground, unattended ground sensors) where ISR and
threat engagement are required

CDL Systems (Calgary, Canada) www.cdlsystems.com
Product: Vehicle Control Station (VCS) Software – a fully integrated command,
control and information system for controlling UAVs, UGVs, high speed and sea
targets, and loitering munitions. VCS is installed in every One System GCS shelter and
is used by operators to carry out ISR missions with the Shadow, Hunter and Sky
WARRIOR.
DA: STANAG 4586 Compliant; provides real-time video; mission management; vehicle
management, interactive map and operational safety features. Vehicle Specific
Modules (VSM) are key components in the STANAG 4586 architecture. The software
handles VSMs as network notes and provides a mechanism to manage connections to
multiple vehicles, sensors and data links at the operator level. The system enables
control of multiple domain/platforms by Service, but is not interoperable across
Service (Army, Air Force, Navy, USMC, etc.)


VCM Platforms: Aerosonde, Shadow 200 and 400, BAE/ACR Silverfox, Grasshoper,
Raven B, Outrider, GoldenEye 80, Kingfisher, Strive, Sparrow, Sky Warrior,
Foresight, ScanEagle, Fire Shadow Loitering Munition, Barracuda, Hammerhead,
Vindicagtor, Hunter, ST-1
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innUVative Systems (Ontario, Canada) www.innuvativesystems.com
Contact: Mike Meakin, President mmeakin@innuvativesystems.com
Product: Command, Control, Communications, Coordination and Execution (4CE)
Control Station, with Vehicle Specific Modules (VSM) which are used to both translate
the native vehicle protocol to Stanag-4586 messages and to support the graphical
interfaces needed for vehicle-specific functionality (e.g. landing, take-off).
Addition of Flight Management capability: available by February 2011
DA: Multi Domain (Air, Ground, Sea) – unlimited number of vehicles; Developed with
small too micro UAVs as well as ground and surface vehicles; Software drive, Skype-like
intuitive, user defined procedures system. Affordable solution to STANAG 4586 (NATO)
compliance; VSM for JUAS compliant vehicles
Interesting: Founders were core developers of CDL ground control system
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VISION CONTROL (AUTONOMOUS LANDING)
 Trends: Technology potential gaining traction as a backup (if
communications links fail), redundant capability

ROKE Manor Research Ltd. a Siemens Company, (Hampshire, UK)
Contact: Paul Webb, Business Sector Manager www.roke.co.uk
Contact: Robert Whitehouse, Business Sector Consultant, Unmanned Systems
www.roke.co.uk/unmanned-systems
Product: Autoland – low cost, self contained landing capability which utilizes
an on-board camera and processing to enable a UAV to land automatically,
even when the desired landing platform is in motion (ships, trucks)
DA: Redundant capability; eliminates the need for complex communications
systems. Enables covert operation and night landing; Can operate at Level 5
Sea State
Interesting: Essentially you roll out a plastic sheet with a perceptually
significant image (a landing icon) onto any surface – static or moving, and the
UAS can land on it.
Other Products:
 Miniature radar altimeter (world’s smallest for UAS and Aerial targets)
 Epsilon – Radar Cross Section Prediction Software
 Resolve – Tactical EW Manpack
 QuadTac – Direction Finding Antenna; Surveillance Sensor; Electronic
Attack; Wireless Networking
 Commercial Sector: Hawkeye - US Open Contested Line Calls
Sentient Machines, Inc. (Wells, Maine)
Contact: Tony Rizzo, President tony@sentient-machines.com
Bill Cotter, CTO bill@sentient-machines.com
Small, privately financed, think-lab; first time out showcasing their wares.
Motto: “Machine perception in action”
Capability - Demonstrated visual intelligence/image interpretation applied to
autonomous landing on air strips, which were the visual icon.
Interesting: Eclectic, but very smart engineers/scientist tackling a very tough
problem. Looking for partners.
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INTEGRATED SENSORS TO …
 Trend: Integration is essential… but the real value is in actionable
information

PROCESSING, EXPLOITATION, DISSEMINATION (PED)
Ball Aerospace & Technologies (Fairborn, OH)
Contacts: Jason DeWeese (Ground, storage and PED)
Products: GEODE is a web-based geospatial data search and discovery application that
helps users locate and retrieve critical data in time to analyze it and act.
Interesting: Four groups from Ball Aerospace at the booth… all units presented an
integrated front – from 3D airborne sensors, antennas, video technologies to PED.
Observation: Seeing more airborne based wide-area imaging ISR (ARGUS, AESA)
Highlighted their U.S. Air Force National Air and Space Intelligence Center (NASIC)
ground-based program win $600m (IDIQ): ATEP (advanced technology exploitation
platform); into their second year.

ITT Geospatial Systems (Rochester, NY)
ITT Defense Electronics & Services (McLean, VA) www.defense.itt.com
Contact: Darren Mahoney, Geospatial Systems, airbornesolutions@itt.com
Product: Airborne Geospatial Processing Solution – enables direct downlink and
dissemination of open standard GEOINT simultaneously to tactical users, tactical
operations centers and strategic analysts to allow search,
discovery and access to data directly from the platform in
near real-time.
http://www.ssd.itt.com/media/pdf/Airborne-GeospatialProcessing-System-Datasheet.pdf
DA: Very comprehensive system solution when coupled
with their enterprise-ready imagery management and
dissemination system.
Interesting: Engaging booth
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Image Enhancement
Z-Microsystems and SET Corporation an SAIC Company (Greenwood Village, CO)
Contact: Mike Engebretson, Software Engineer www.setcorp.com
Product: The Real-Time Aerial Video Exploitation Station (RAVES) – Real time image
enhancement for full motion video; interoperable with visible and IR payloads,
airframes and ground control stations http://www.setcorp.com/raves.html
Z-Microsystem’s Any-Image-Anywhere “AIA” is a new image high speed video
switching and processing system with the ability to route video streams on demand to
any combination of configured displays or network connections.
DA: With SET Corp’s enhancement capability, you can execute algorithms in real time
to sharpen video images in fog, haze, sand storms, etc, for visual acuity and clarity;
Down to biometric facial recognition. The system is very rich – decodes metadata
from autopilots (Procerus’ Kestrel, CloudCap’s Piccolo and others), compresses realtime analog video, archives video and metadata continuously to disk, allows instant
replay of archived video while continuing to process and archive incoming video,
displays stabilized video mosaic, 3-d map overlay, detects, tracks, and highlights moving
objects. Interesting: Dynamic, very compelling visual system.

IMAGE DETECTION / MOVING TARGET DETECTION /TRACKING
Kestrel (Australia)
Contact: Simon Olsen
Subcontractor: Sentient Vision http://sentientvisionsystems.com/kestrel.html
Product: Wide Area Persistent Surveillance, with automated detection
Market: Ground change detection, Maritime Automated Target Detection (up to
Sea State 5)
Technology: EO/IR imagery; all ground processing. Sensor information is analog,
converted to digital at the ground station.
What’s needed is submarine detection
Platforms: On the Raven, Wasp, Heron, Shadow, P3-Orion… others
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Selex Galileo, a Finmeccanica Company (Edinburgh, UK)
Contacts: Iain Cummings, Head of Advanced Systems & Targeting Campaigns
Jerry Rimmer, VP, Strategic Campaigns
Products: PicoStar – Surveillance, targeting and reconnaissance. Based on PicoSAR and
EO sub-system (implements the latest Swan II 4th generation dual-mode imaging sensor
together with a conventional zoom/e-zoom TV sensor).
Includes long-range laser designation-range finding-illumination; LIDAR
Refer to Sensors Section for more on Selex

REAL TIME SIGINT/IMINT - CROSS SENSOR CUEING SIGINT & VIDEO /IMAGE
Spatial & Spectral Research (Bedford, NH)
Contact: Steven Chung, CTO, steven@SSRLLC.us
Product: Real-time SIGINT and video cross-cueing system. Hones in on specific SIGINT –
e.g. radio or cell phone transmittal location, then UAS’s ISR sensors vectors into that
specific location for full- motion video, visual and/or targeting.
DA: Focus on reducing time… left side of kill chain.
demonstration was visually interesting.

Cool software concept;

Interesting: A three-man shop. Founder spent a lot of time in theatre… this concept was
based on… “what we really need is...”
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PAYLOAD - SENSORS
 Trends: Higher resolutions, cheaper, small form-factor for Tier I and II
UAS platforms or near space (persistent stare)
 Caveat: Regarding High Definition… What tasks require HD? Why?

SENSORS: SWIR
Teledyne Judson Technologies – Montgomeryville, PA www.teledynejudson.com
Contact: George Gasparian, Sales/Application Engineer
Focused on Infrared – views Sierra Nevada Corp. (SNC) as the chief competitor
SWIR facts:





Average SWIR Market Prices: QVGA (320x256) $15K; VGA (640x512) $30K
Info: SVGA (1280X1024); HD (1900x1400)
SWIR is 100x more sensitive than image intensifiers (night vision)
Judson manufactures high performance infrared detectors utilizing a wide variety of
materials such as Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs), Mercury Cadmium Telluride
(HgCdTe), Indium Antimonide (InSb), Indium Arsenide (InAs), Lead Sulfide (PbS),
Lead Selenide (PbSe), and Germanium (Ge)

Goodrich ISR Systems – Sensors Unlimited Inc. (Chelmsford, MA) www.sensorsinc.com
Contact: Bob Jones, Account Manager ISR Systems, Princeton, NJ
Focus: Integrated space to ground intelligence solutions… Airborne, Space to PED
(Tasking, Collection, Processing, Exploitation, Dissemination)
Portfolio: EO, Mid-wave and SWIR through THz; now fusing
them
Interesting: One of the best booths at the show because of
demonstrable capabilities
Product: Hinted SWIR – integration of EO, SWIR and LWIR
cameras images – essentially enabling detection of
camouflage vs. foliage instantly, etc.

Goodrich/Sensors Unlimited also announced: 640 x 512 resolution (25μm pitch),
uncooled SWIR camera; features low size (<4.9 cubic inch total volume), weight (120g©2010-2012 Vanguard Marketing International, Inc.
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less than 4.5 oz), and power (SWaP) for UAS (currently installed in the nosecone of a
Raven, hand-launched UAS) and UGS with the 23mm f/1.15 lens, providing a 40-degree
field of view




Camera developed in Princeton, NJ, is based on InGaAs that can see light
wavelengths from 0.7-1.7 micrometers; will allow users to detect and track a wide
range of military lasers, day or night, with exceptional clarity.
Combined on the same platform (Raven) with the LWIR microbolometer

DA: Darpa DUDE program currently under development by DRS, Goodrich and Duke
University, builds on the MISA program (increasing imager resolution and reducing size,
weight and power consumption) and targets the development of a composite sensing
focal plane consisting of vertical stack of LWIR layers precisely co-registered with
underlying SWIR layers. This integration will pave the way for more powerful
capabilities on even smaller UAS and enable true parallax error-free image fusion.

SENSORS: SAR
Selex Galileo, a Finmeccanica Company (Edinburgh, UK)
Contacts: Iain Cummings, Head of Advanced Systems & Targeting Campaigns
Jerry Rimmer, VP, Strategic Campaigns
Product: PicoSAR – for Tier III (Falco) – AESA radar, solid state transmit and receive
modules
Capabilities: Ground mapping (Strip SAR, Spotlight SAR) and GMTI
Includes Vixen family of fire control radars and the Seaspray family of surveillance
radars, X band frequency, +-45 degree scan coverage, 20km max range, <1m map
resolution, 10 kgs weight, input power <300w 28V DC
Products: Seaspray 5000E, 7000E and 7500E – Large scale AESA multi-mode surveillance
radars
DA: One of two players in MicroSAR (Goodrich), then add targeting…
Interesting: No ITAR components, although Satcom is a different issue.
May consider development of underwater applications/for harbors or shipborne
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SRC, Inc. (formerly Syracuse Research Corp.) - North Syracuse, NY www.srcinc.com
Contact: John L. Gleich, Director of Airborne Radar Programs
Product: Darpa’s FORESTER – Foliage Penetration (FOPEN) Reconnaissance,
Surveillance, Tracking and Engagement Radar (UHF radar operates in P band), is
slated for use on the A160- Hummingbird TUAV; the antenna rotates 90 degrees
to a horizontal position to scan a 250-km (at 20,000 ft) area every 40-to-50
seconds for hidden enemy soldiers and vehicles.
Interesting:
animals

Developing algorithms to differentiate people from four legged

Focus: Becoming program of record (A-160)
P HOTO : A GRAPHICAL PRESENTATI ON OF AN A160T WITH FORRESTER RADAR DETECTING HUMAN
TARGETS , SUCH AS AMBUSH , HIDDEN UNDER DENSE T REES . P HOTO : DARPA.

Artemus, Inc. – Hauppage, NY www.artemisinc.net
Contact: Yuly Margulis
Product: SLIMSAR for Tier 2+ - a complete self contained L and X band SAR system
packaged in a pod-like radome enclosure. It is an add-on for use on Shadow 200 and is
suitable for other Tier II+ UAVs. Weight <20 lbs, 4 Watts CW, Conduction Cooling
Interesting: Raytheon is a customer - KillerBee; known for SAR programs for over a
decade – part of Global Hawk, U-2 and ASTOR.

imSAR – Spanish Fork, UT
Product: NanoSAR B, X Band Radar and Leonardo, Ku Band Radar – real-time aerial
images on ScanEagle (Insitu investor) and other Tier-IIs; 3.5 lbs., transmitted power 1W,
1,500 ft range with <1 foot resolution; communicates with the ImSAR Viper
Communications Ground Station and Lisa Payload Ground Station to enable real-time
monitoring and control of the radar and real-time analysis of SAR data by ground
personnel.
Interesting: We’ve followed imSAR for a couple of years… seeing the founder work in
his off-hours to develop the technology for interested parties like Insitu. Seeing the
photos in their booth, we were amazed that in one SAR image you could see
transmission lines. That’s certainly less than 1 foot resolution!
Focus: Improvement of the technology
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SENSORS: 3D
Ball Aerospace & Technologies (Ohio…)
Products: 3-D SWIR Cameras broadcasting live 3D with airborne data exploitation
(select specific thing that you’re looking for… the red truck).
DA: Only airborne 3-D system that we saw at the show; also they do tunable data link
so the data rate is very low in comparison to HD; “Data processing is what we do.” Also,
intuitive-Google map GUI for querying data (see PED above). Combine with info from
various sensors such as hyperspectral overlays or signal intelligence.
Ball
technology
(in
partnership)
possibly
www.luciddimensions.com/SWIR.php
http://www.luciddimensions.com/Partners.php

from

Lucid

Dimensions:

Spherical Detection Systems (SDS 3D™) utilize a full spherical distribution of infrared
sensors providing up to 360x360 degrees of coverage around a platform or critical
structure. The SDS system calculates extremely accurate 3D angular coordinates of
infrared heat signatures for use in locating, tracking, and countering threats. These heat
signatures range from human IR to high speed high temperature events such as an
explosion. The SDS 3D™ is the ideal sensor system for ground-based or airborne
applications where complete situational awareness is crucial for protection and
survivability. Data output from the system can be integrated with pan/tilt/zoom imaging
systems for further target identification. Specific areas where the SDS 3D™ device can be
implemented include: Search and Rescue, high speed threat detection, sniper fire
location, perimeter monitoring, harbor security, border patrol, and airport security.
KAPPA O PTRONICS INC. – MONROVIA, CA

WWW .KAPPA -VISION .COM

Creates customized 3D and HD cameras

HIGH DEFINITION PUZZLE… AND PLAYERS
Hurdles: Bandwidth, Power, Weight, Stabilization
Harris and ViaSat build encoders that compress the signal and make it comparable to
standard definition signals
FLIR, L-3, and Axsys/General Dynamic’s HD sensor balls have the encoders built directly
into their sensor balls.
Air Force Brig. Gen. H.D. Polumbo: “What military operations, what tasks do we need
high definition in our sensors and in our full-motion video? When you find those
repeatable military tasks that require it, we’ll get it done.” (Source: Defense News)
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PAYLOAD – WEAPONS
 Trends: Arming the smaller, tactical UAVs; Defeat highly maneuverable
targets
Raytheon Missile Systems (Tucson, AZ) www.raytheon.com
Contact: Bob Francois, VP of Advanced Missile Systems and Unmanned Systems
Products:
(Pictured) Small Tactical Munition (4-inches in diameter, 62cm long, 5.9kg/13
lbs) – with GPS/INS and SAL seeker for targeting personnel and light vehicles
Griffin (15 kg) – Smaller and lighter than a Hellfire, it is a short-range, air-tosurface missile that is tube launched. Features GPS/INS and SAL guidance.
Monsoon (45 kg) – with GPS/INS, optional SAL, and an 19kg warhead for
targeting buildings, trucks and personnel


Current Army/Navy Competition: JAGM (7-inches in diameter, 70 inches long,
108lbs, range is 16 km for rotary-wing aircraft and 28 km for fixed-wing aircraft) –
with tri-mode seeker for stationary and moving targets (uncooled IR technology
saves manufacturing costs, as well as weight, space and long-term maintenance
costs, with performance comparable to cooled systems)
o Being developed to replace three workhorses of the U.S. missile arsenal:
Hellfire, Maverick and the air-launched TOW missiles
o Can be launched from the Apache and the F/A-18 E/F, MH-60R Seahawk,
AH-1Z Super Cobra, ARH-70 Arapaho and ER/MP Warrior UAS

Lockheed Martin Corporation Missiles and Fire Control - www.lockheedmartin.com/mfc
 DAGR (2.75-inches in diameter, 75 inches long, 35 lbs) – “Hellfire-compatible”
launcher
 SCALPEL (4-inch diameter, 75 inches long, 100 lbs) – for close air support
environment
 Hellfire IIR (7-inches in diameter, 64-inches long, 109 lbs) – with SAL seekers and
multi-purpose warhead
 Current Army/Navy Competition: JAGM (7-inches in diameter, 70 inches long,
108lbs, range is 16 km for rotary-wing aircraft and 28 km for fixed-wing aircraft),
with tri-mode: MMW/IIR/SAL (see Raytheon above)
MBDA (Westlake Village, CA) www.mbdainc.com
 Tiger - Tactical Grenade Extended Range: 1 lb warhead, hand launched, GPS
/Inertial Guidance, 1 lb warhead
 Saber - Small Air Bomb Extended Range: INS/SAL, RV/IR Sensor with data link in
development, 10 or 30 lb rocked or glide
 Laser Guided Zuni Rocket (Length 109 inches, 150 lbs, 40 lb warhead) Velocity in
excess of Mach 2, 10 mile range.
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LAUNCHER I NNOVATION
Sea Corp (Middletown, RI) www.seacorp.com
Contact: Larry Willner, President
Products: Inflator-Based UAV Launchers using different sized and powered COTS
automotive airbag inflators to provide the impulse energy for launching a wide variety
of payloads. Program has grown to incorporate payloads from UAVs weighing less than
2 lbs to 740 lb torpedoes. Launch platforms for these launchers include surface ships,
submarines, USVs, aircraft, and ground vehicles. Have also designed and built UAV
launchers for mounting in aircraft, on USVs, and on ground vehicles. This latter included
an adaptation of a TOW missile tube to launch the Maveric UAV from existing Bradley
and Striker vehicles
Currently developing several UAV launchers to be deployed from submarines. The
submarine’s Trash Disposal Unit (TDU) can accommodate UAVs up to 13 lbs, while the
larger version is intended to launch the Scan Eagle Compressed Carriage (SECC) UAV.
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COMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKS
SATELLITE /ANTENNAS
 Trends: Taking Satellite to Tier II for real-time video
Thrane and Thrane www.thrane.com/AVIATOR_200
Contact: Scott Hall, regional sales manager, aeronautical sales
Product: New Aviator 200 hardware for Inmarsat’s SwiftBroadband 200 aeronautical
service, provides an alternative to air-to-ground based connectivity for Tier II UAVs.
Provides data speeds up to 200 Kbps and a single AMBE 2 channel for real-time video,
data and voice relay links between aircraft and ground control stations.

AIR-TO -GROUND DATA LINKS
 Trends: Seeking to enable higher bandwidth for video; With Encryption
Cubic Defense www.cubic.com
Cubic’s data links are certified compliant to the government CDL specification and
include technical innovations (such as multiple types of encryption) not available from
any other supplier.
Cubic products are judged equal or superior to L-3 CSW offerings (see below). An
example is the Fire Scout platform which Cubic has supplied all the TCDL data links (L-3
hopes to target).
L-3 Communications, Communications Systems West (Salt Lake City, UT) www.L-3com.com/csw
Products: Rover 5i Handheld – two-way, wideband, IP tool for real-time video, voice
and data.
Bandit for small UAVs offers miniature L and S-dual-band transceiver, a low cost,
lightweight, wide band data link with AES encryption; Delivers full motion video, digital
data rates up through 6.4Mbps
Platforms targeted: ScanEagle, Predator, Hunter, FireScout
ViaSat Enerdyne (El Cajon, CA) www.viasat.com/isr-data-links for UAVs
Products: EnerLinksIII HD Data Link - a fully integrated data link system, with
compression for multiple high definition (1080p30 or 720p60) video feeds, security
with AES-256 encryption; bandwidth efficient, only 2.5 MHz needed per SD video
transmission. Airborne unit: 3.2 lbs.
EnerLinksIII Video and ISR Data Link Ground Station System
Platforms targeted: ScanEagle, Shadow, Apache
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Ground Data Links - LOS/NLOS
IbisTek (Butler, PA) for UGV/Robots
Contact: Paul Slovick, Director Robotic Solutions Group pslovick@ibistek.com
Product: iWDL4860-RCM Wireless Data Link
Applications: Remote/tele-operated unmanned systems (route clearance, EOD,
persistent stare, robotics wingman); Remote sensing/surveillance, Remote monitoring
and measurement, Unmanned/semi-autonomous convoys
DA: Offers one link $5K (two radios doing both video and C2) vs. Two links $10K (four
radios); Video throttling—when robot hits maximum range C2 does not stop completely
– video signal transfers to C2 so that operator sees video getting fuzzy but still able to
command the robot… to return. Key here: the warfighter will avoid having to retrieve
their robot (placing them in danger) because the datalink will give them that extra boost
at the end of its range, letting him know before the robot completely loses its link as
traditional systems do.
Interesting: IbisTek is an interesting case study of a company focused on warfighters.
It’s a veterans-owned small business. First focus on armored vehicles… protecting the
guys inside with transparent armor, and enabling fast egress if they need to escape,
special lighting, tow bar for moving disabled vehicle, jammers that provide bubble
around vehicle to lesson chances of IED electronic triggering. Now into data links which
will enable warfighters to control ground robots up to 4km. See DA above. Again, their
pursuit of adjacencies is interesting… all centered around protection of the warfighter.
SiLVUS Technologies, Inc. (Los Angeles, CA) www.silvustechnologies.com
Contacts: Phillip Duncan, COO, VP Business Development
Tom Szelazek, BD Manager, Government Group
Products: SC3000 MIMO Radio for Urban Canyon environments – a stand-alone IP
based packet MIMO radio will surpass the capabilities of traditional single antenna
solutions. 2.4-2.4835 GHz
DA: MIMO is the breakthrough technology ushering in 4G in commercial wireless data
communications enabling WLANs of supporting HD video. Connectivity in NLOS
multipath rich environments (e.g. maintains 1 Mbps video link traveling from 4 th floor,
down an elevator, through to lobby); withstand jammer attacks and interference, mesh
network relay.
Interesting: Technology is being launched by a professor from UCLA; has undergone
many field trials.
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UNDERSEA WIRELESS NETWORKS
WFS Defense Inc. (Alexandria, VA) www.wfsdefense.com
Contact: William Porter, President & CEO
Vince Dobbin, General Manager, Defense (Belfast, UK) www.wfs-tech.com
Product: SeaPAR (Sea Radio Acoustic & Power) – The world’s first complete subsea
wireless data and power system that incorporates high bandwidth radio
communications, long-range acoustic communications and wireless power transfer in a
single package.
Range: up to 5m, RF data rate: up to 100 kb/sec, Acoustic range: 500m horizontal,
150m vertical; Acoustic Data rate: 40bps, Power transfer: 50KW
Other Products: Underwater Sensor Networks; Seatooth through-water broadband
data link
Through ground radio modem: Terratext
Robot Mapping: Unmanned Robotic Vehicle for through-ground C4ISR
Customers: iRobot
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ON PLATFORMS
 Admiral Roughhead, CNO:
 Supportive of UAS as demonstrated by FireScout, BAMS and STUAS-Tier II
 Made it clear that the F-35 is a the focus of the Navy for the near term
 Discussed interest and need for UUS and their challenge to creating a
longer endurance (battery) unmanned underwater vehicle
 Spoke about the notion of a joint USN-Allied Navy underwater program

PLATFORMS : UUV
iRobot (Durham, NC) http://www.irobot.com/gi/maritime
Products: Seaglider long-range, high endurance UUV.
Communicates with Iridium satellite phone

50m-1,000m depths.

Market: Oceanography, Surveillance/reconnaissance (U.S. Navy)
DA: Collects data from the ocean for up to 7 months at a time; Use of one Seaglider is
about $500/day compared with $40,000-$60,000/day for NOAA research vessel.
iRobot has proposed using the Seaglider in the Gulf of Mexico to provide continuous
monitoring of nearly every corner of the Gulf (Project GUMBO)
Product: Ranger man-portable, multi-mission, modular UUV, multiple payloads,
sensors and capabilities
Market: related to mine detection/neutralization, harbor defense, underwater
surveillance/reconnaissance, riverine patrol, expeditionary warfare (i.e. payload), and
other missions; ocean research (physical, chemical and biological properties) and
commercial applications
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PLATFORMS : UGV - UNMANNED CARGO CONVOYS
Oshkosh (Oshkosh, WI) - www.oshkoshcorporation.com/about/tech_innovations~terramax.cfm
Contact: John Beck
Background – designs and produces medium (MRAP-ATVs) and heavy vehicles for the
DoD (versus American General that produces Humvees and MRAPs)
Product: TerraMax Unmanned Ground Tactical Vehicle. Looking at having operational
prototypes within the next 5 years, essentially optionally manned vehicles for cargo
resupply singularly or convoy.
DA: Came in 5th in Darpa Challenge in 2005 (actually 1st if consider it was the only Armypractical vehicle in the competition). The Challenge ended in 2008 with the Urban
challenge.
Interesting: To RCAP costs ¾ the amount of a new vehicle

PLATFORMS : UAVS
Boeing
Phantom Ray will be used to test technology that could be used to meet future USAF
MQ-X (they don’t anticipate MQ-X in the near-term at all*)
US Navy UCLASS (near-term)
A-160 Hummingbird – Looking to extend endurance beyond the 18h already
demonstrated; Boeing is now assembling 12 A160s, with the helicopter under
consideration by the US Navy and Marine Corps as an unmanned resupply vehicle, and
by the Army and special operations as a signals intelligence aircraft. Hummingbird crash
in August (US Army Aviation Applied Technology Directorate-owned) was still under
investigation.
(*):

VMI comment on MQ-X: The MQ-X program will have to compete for funding with more high-end as well
as black programs (RQ-170). Because of this, we conquer with Boeing on the higher probability of UCLASS
finding real backing

L-3 Communications
Viking 400 – SOCOM signed a five-year $250 million deal for the Viking 400 for the
Expeditionary UAS program in late 2009. The Viking family of UAVs was L-3’s entry into
the medium tactical UAV market with the purchase of BAI in late 2004.
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Also displayed the Cutlass, a small, expendable UAV designed by L-3 in partnership with
Airborne Technologies which L-3 is acquiring as of last week; and the optionally manned
Mobius medium-altitude long-endurance MALE UAV

Lockheed
RQ-170 Sentinel and the F-35C carrier variant technology will be used for the Navy’s
UCLASS mission (heavy on surveillance and light on strike)
Northrop Grumman



MQ-X – Future replacement of the MQ-1 Predator/MQ-9 family of UAVs (looks sort
of like a Global Hawk)
MUVR (being developed in conjunction with ONR) – To resupply the navy’s ships
(fan-in wing design for vertical take-off and landing), will reach speeds in the high
200kts (faster than Osprey-class)

Working with Bell Helicopter on FireX, the 1,000lb internal payload capability will put it
in a different class from their existing FireScout program. The FireScout got special
recognition at the conference for its extraordinary performance in an at sea, druginterdiction. However, this was tarnished a bit the last day, with a bird losing contact
with its control station, somewhere near our nation’s capitol. As with Boeing’s A-160
Hummingbird (see above), “you learn from these things and move on.”

Others Platform SI’s:


Can UAVs do the work of satellites? The industry thinks so. With a vantage point
above 65,000 feet and utilizing hydrogen as the source of power, two UAVs will be
flight testing sometime before February 2011:
 AeroVironment: Global Observer (7 days)
 Boeing: Phantom Eye (4 days)



Medium altitude (challengers for AFRL contract – both stay aloft for 5 days and are
non-hydrogen fueled)
 Aurora Flight Sciences extreme persistence capabilities of Orion
 Lockheed Martin MPLE (pronounced “maple”) is a twin-boomed UAV with a
high-aspect ratio wing set
Airship technology has benefited from the competition… Northrop’s LEMV
(medium altitude) and Lockheed’s ISIS (high altitude) – but they too seek, in time,
five-year-long persistent stares.
STUAS – Tier II
 Boeing/Insitu’s Integrator having won the STUAS competition, others showed
very well
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Rockwell Collins’ Athena to be the flight control system provider to
Boeing/Insitu
Raytheon’s Killer Bee-4 – excellent platform; not chosen because of customer’s
preference for non-net landing solution
AAI’s Aerosonde Mk4.7; General Dynamic/Elbit Storm (Elbit Hermes 90)

OTHER INNOVATIONS
LaserMotive (Seattle, WA) www.lasermotive.com
Contact: Tom Nugent, President
Concept: Laser Power Beaming using a diode laser on the ground or sea surface.
Operators can beam energy to a receiver-panel-equipped UAV in flight, periodically
recharging its batteries or continuously powering it for the duration of a mission.
Interesting: Won NASA’s Power Beaming Challenge competition in 2009

AFRL
Contact: Mitch Thierny (Marketing Director, Directed Energy - ADS), Kirtland AFB NM
Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate (JNLWD) www.jnlwp.com
Product: Active Denial System demonstrated on volunteers (I volunteered)
DA: Distance of beam exceeds small arms fire. Radiates the line of sight portion of your
body –implying that the person reacts away from the heat. No transition ground…
either you’re in the beam or not. Beam is aimed at a person.
Issue: Not sure if relevant as a circumference fence.
Interesting:
 Discussion of recent use/roll out in a California prison.
 Need better positioning and awareness: ADS is non-lethal and safe – considering
that people have died while being Tasered.
Product: Sense-and-avoid for G-Hawk and BAMS
Interesting: Members of team have gone down to Australia where they have gotten
more flight testing (on substitute vehicles) done that what could have ever been
achieved in the states…
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Stratasys Systems –(Eden Prairie, MN)
Product: 3-D Printing – Fast Prototype to Production
AFRL Product/Achievement: Fast prototyping of a Type 1 UAV.

4 weeks to design (by Boeing)

65 hours to “print” manufacture using Stratasys System technology

5 minutes to assemble, then flown
Interesting: First heard about this years ago using Hewlett Packard’s inkjet technology.
Since then, HP owns the rights to Stratasys Systems’ technology (the smaller unit) in
Europe.

Using patented FDM technology, Stratasys’ systems help accelerate
design and manufacturing processes by producing concept models,
functional prototypes, manufacturing tools, and end-use parts in
production-grade thermoplastics right from an office, lab, or
manufacturing floor.
Fortus 3D Production Systems are versatile, high-performance systems that produce
large prototypes, manufacturing tools, and end-use parts in a full range of
production-grade thermoplastics including industry-standard ABS, tough PC,
high-temp PPSF, medical grade PC-ISO, and flight-certified ULTEM 9085.
Dimension 3D Printers are affordable, easy-to-use, compact systems that print durable
and functional 3D models out of ABS thermoplastic. The newest addition to the
Dimension line, the uPrint Personal 3D Printer, fits on your desk, sized at 25 x 26 inches
(635 x 660 mm) and priced at $14,900 USD.
University of Pennsylvania (NEW)
Follow the link to see a really cool video of the drone in action. Very impressive if you
ask me – and of course developed by a bunch of awesome people from Philadelphia
too.
http://gizmodo.com/5639176/the-quadrotor-drone-learns-some-terrifying-new-tricks
The last we checked in with U Penn's frighteningly maneuverable little quadrotor, we
noted that it could probably zip through your window and kill you in your sleep. Well,
now it can fly through windows while they're moving.
Yes, today (9/15/2010) U Penn's GRASP Lab posted the aptly titled "Aggressive
Quadrotor Part II," showing off all of their drone's new feats. It can buzz around in
circles, calculate an optimal path through several rings, and even squeeze through an
opening that's on the move itself.
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